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After giving a campus reading in April, Keetje Kuipers ’02
(left) spoke with Suzanne Winter ’10 during a visit to
Nathalie Anderson’s creative writing workshop. A theater
major at Swarthmore, she received an M.F.A. from the
University of Oregon and has received fellowships from
the Vermont Studio Center, Squaw Valley Community of
Writers, Oregon Literary Arts, and Soapstone as well as
awards from Atlanta Review and Nimrod. In 2007, she
was a recipient of the Margery Davis Boyden Wilderness
Writing Residency, which allowed her seven months of
solitude in Oregon’s Rogue River Valley. She is currently a
Wallace Stegner Fellow at Stanford.
Keetje Kuipers ’02, Beautiful in the Mouth (BOA Press, 2010), winner of the A. Poulin, Jr.
Poetry Prize
Keetje Kuipers’ Beautiful in the Mouth begins in sensuality. Its first line reads, “At night his
long body works above me….” Some 30 pages later, a regretfully lover-less persona
confides, “No one // was coming to give me what I / needed, but I lay down and waited /
anyway, the air hovering, // as always, just above me.” The imagistic echo here—his body
working, the air hovering / at night, as always / just above me—makes us sharply aware of
the constant slippage in this book between actual and imagined experience, between
presence and absence, between the physical and the metaphysical. Who, after all, is that
“he” in the first poem, where slippery syntax merges him into the “hours” that “[craft] the
landscape out of midnight’s cloth, / [pull] Stockholm from behind the moon”? How, in fact,
does his magically metamorphic presence differ from the hovering air, the “semiprecious
light,” the putative deity perceptible only through such blessings?
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Kuipers’ images so often glitter like this, half exquisite, half knife-edged. “I have tried to forget
your light,” she writes to her lover and to his city simultaneously, “the way it breaks / me
open.” That line-break shifting of the image from dawn to damage, from insight to
ravishment, exemplifies Kuipers’ characteristic strategies.
In “Finding Out I’m Pregnant,” the lover’s easy “slip into me” becomes the speaker’s mis-
stepping “slip” of a self dropping into the “teeth” of the “cadenced surf,” a “slip”
indistinguishable in that larger ocean from the fetus inside her, “a body swimming inside a
body.”
“Waltz of the Midnight Miscarriage” describes the child’s heart as “undone from my own
heart’s beating,” the mother’s heartbeat occluding the child’s, the “beating” reciprocally
punitive as the beating I deal out, the beating I suffer. Thus, in “Proper Etiquette on a Spirit’s
Return,” the soldier returning has to be reminded that he’s still living; while in “My First Lover
Returns from Iraq,” the woman speaking has to be told that he’s dead. Which man—which
state—is which? Are they simultaneous and identical?
In “Blackfoot River,” Kuipers evokes “the unspeakable spoken and spoken,” and that line in
many ways delineates her project. These poems do not shrink or shirk. They iterate and re-
iterate; they bring to light and into words the dark desire, the shadowy regret, the hidden
guilt. And I do mean “bring to light”: that line from “Blackfoot River” goes on, “the
unspeakable spoken and spoken until it becomes / lost in the bright keening of the stars,”
acknowledging our own pain as simultaneously sharply felt and subsumed into a larger
glittering glory. That poem ends, “It must be criminal / the way I stand around and watch.” If
this is criminality, see how it nevertheless delights in our shared complicity.
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